
Scientific Center to release 3D ‘Ocean Secrets’ on Eid 

“The Scientific Center, of Kuwait Foundation for the Advancement of Science, will receive Eid visitors with the unveiling of a new 3D movie shown on its IMAX giant screen”, said the center’s chairman of
board and managing director, Mejbel Suleiman Al-Mutawa noting that visitors would watch the ‘Ocean Secrets’ 3D movie that was released five months earlier. 
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La Maison du Chocolat has embarked on
its journey through the Middle East with
its first opening at the Avenues Mall,

Kuwait on 16th June 2014. As part of their
first year anniversary in Kuwait, the exclusive
French chocolatier debuted the launch of
their new exquisite chocolate delicacies. The
celebration was held in the presence of His
Excellency Christian Nakhle, French ambassa-
dor to Kuwait. 

As a chocolate connoisseur, the Maison
had long mastered its artful chocolate-mak-
ing through a history of perfection in choco-

late craftsmanship and luxury, revered glob-
ally for its artisanal gourmet chocolates,
sourced from the finest cocoa beans and
handcrafted with unique savoir-faire and lim-
itless innovation.

“It has been a year since we began our
quest to open the first Maison boutique in
Kuwait driven by our passion for creating rich
high-end chocolate. We continue our pursuit
to move forward by opening up a whole
array of chocolate pleasures encompassing
excellence, quality, and innovation, said
Geoffroy D’Anglejan, Managing Director of La

Maison du Chocolat.
With its ever-evolving, yet consistently

sensuous and sublime, innovative chocolate
creations, the Maison continues to offer a
treasure trove of sweet indulgences that mas-
ter the art of chocolate with its savory addi-
tions of coffretcraquants, Gourmandises,
Batism, and new pastries crafted by a Kuwaiti
chef and his team.

Commenting on the anniversary, Wissam
Al Mana, Executive Director of Ikram Group
adds, “The passionate and innovate chocolate
experts of Maison continue to push the

boundaries of chocolate-making that deliver
the essence of sophistication, and our feat to
promote and purvey craftsmanship couture
chocolate continues to unfold in the years to
come.” 

Named as the best craftsman chocolatier
of France in 2007, Nicholas Cloiseau, Master
Chef of La Maison du Chocolat, expresses,
“We are devoted to delivering chocolate of
supreme quality to fulfill customers’ love of
chocolate. We envision new dimensions of
chocolate flavors by redefining what is possi-
ble in the world of chocolate. We want to cre-

ate memorable and edible work of art with
our imaginative efforts and passion embed-
ded in every batch we create.” 

Founder and visionary Robert Linxe was
nicknamed the “sorcerer of ganache” because
of his love affair with chocolate that he had
dedicated his life to. La Maison du Chocolat
has taken the science of balance and associa-
tions to an art form, where at the heart of it
rests the velvety chocolate ganache and the
quest to create a symphony of luscious and
legendary chocolate treats with Maison’s
unique flair.

La Maison du Chocolat commemorates one-year anniversary 

Resuming its ‘Together To Aid South Yemen’ which launched last May, Yemen’s LOYAC branch recently distributed food supplies to a hundred displaced families in Southern Yemen.  


